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CkMisider the ubiquitous case of an entity—a person, an automobile, a tnbe, a movie—that reveals its characterisitics through
a sequence of more or less informative glimpses. The serial unveilmg of entity man^estations is an almost inevitable feature of
the process of "getting to know" a person or thing. Impressions
are formed m stages, typically from an expanding information
base that supports and enrich^ our initial judgment.
What happens when a person is exposed to a sequence of information with changmg lmphcations? Answers to this question
are extremely important in the development of attribution dieories,
but in spite of the methodological convemence of bemg able to
present experimentally the same information in different orders,
it has proved difficult to achieve reliable order effects or to provide
a meaningful conceptual context for those that have occurred.
Order effects have been studied in a variety of infonnatum
settings, with a variety of dependent measures mdudmg recall,
evaluation, attnbution, and attitude change. Targets of judgment
have ranged from lifted weights, within the traditional psychophysical paradigm, to the evaluation of persons in mipression
formation settmgs. A review of different OTder effect paradigms
appeaars in a recent paper by Jones and Goethals (1971).
Ch'dCT effects in impression fonnation have been assessed pntnarily by a paradigm in which lists of traits are presented whose
value on some dimension changes monotonicaUy from trait to trait
(as in the das»ic Asch, 1946 study). Frequently the dimension
is evaluative aiul the list of traits aMegedly d^calbing a particular
pe»on becomes increasingly positive or negative in value. By and
large, but by no means inevitably, the sdbjeots* iiiqn'^si<His in
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such studies refiect a primacy effect. That is, the positivennegative
list creates a more favorable impression than the negative-positive
Lst The values of the constituent traits are not simply averaged,
the later ixaits are apparently discounted, distorted in meaning, or
Ignored.
There are many difficulties with attemptmg to relate the results of such studies to naturalistic impression formation. The
judgment context is artificial, the judgments have no particular
consequences for the subjects, it is generally not clear how the
traits were derived or why they appear in the particular ordar
they do, and subjects are often asked to make successive judgments
of different persons represented by different trait lists. In gaieral,
it is not at all clear whether the subjects are able to put themselves
in the role of judging another person, or whethra: the results m i ^ t
more properly be classified unda: the headmg of semantic mtegration.
A more neglected but more naturahstic amtext for studying
order effects is that in which subjects observe a stimulus person
behaving through some time period and then attempt to make
an mtegrative appraisal of an underlying disposition. The imphcations of order must be faced when the person's early and
later actions iii^Iy different dispositions and diere is no obvious
situational change to accoimt fcH* the changes in behavior. Jones,
Rock, Shaver, Goethals, and Ward (1968) conducted such an
e^eriment to mvestigate the attnbution of ability to persons
with miproving versus declinmg performance levels. The stimultis person attranpted to solve diffi<^t progressions and analogies
and eother solved more of the early itemsOTmore of the later ones,
aWays with the same total nunnber of successes.
Although pains were taken to assure the subjeots that the
itrans were equally difficult, and that the stimulus person was
highly motiv£*ed throughout, a resulting prknac^ ^ e c t was observed in seveial related sbidies. J?mas^ was refiected in a number of mea^ires: (1) the desc^idmg perfumer was seen as more
mtelhgeot than the ascendmg paformer; (2) the descending
perfofmar was pred«:ted to do better cm a sectmd series of items
taken from the same general pool; and finally (3) the desc^iding
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person was remembered as having solved mrare problems in tie
initial series.
Although primacy eflFeots are more the rule than the exception
in first impression studies, the abihty attnbution results were unexpeoted and do not lend themselves to ready explanations It
was especaally surprising, perhaps, that the ascending stimulus
person, who just ended up domg very well on one sen^ of items,
was expected to do poorly m a second senes allegedly taken from
the same item pool. The general results held up whether or not
the subject himself also solved problems and c<»ild view himself
m a competitive relatum with the stimulus person. This seems to
rule out obvious explanations in tenms of social comparison—such
as attributing unuimal intelligence to the initially successful performer in order tx> mamtain one's own self-esteem.
Jones et al. tentatively concluded that such robust primacy
data obtained because ability tends to be a very stable personal
disposition. Its mainifestatiaQS niay oome and go, but ability itself
changes slowly. To make tiiis point more clearly, one would obviously expect different results if mastery of the task involved a
large learning or adaptation component The person who ends up
having learned sranething would obviously be espected to do
bett^ on subsequent tests oi ihe same performance than one who
ihas appairendy forgotten wb&t he (xace knew. Not suiprisin^y,
ihea, Jones and Welsh (1971) found a recency effect when subjects attributed ability to performers in a game requiring the
devekipaneint of strategies tiarough trial and error. In the case of
tile Jones, Rodk, et aL problem-solving expedmenit, however, the
itesBS wete presented as measrues of in^Iigenoe, and k is normally assumed that intelligence does not improve as a direct ^ e c t
of practice.
Because of the assumed stabili^ of intellectual ability, perceiv^ts may coimnlt ^emselves to inferences about levd of intelMgenoe on the bai^ of slender early evideiK^, fonning durable
attributions diat sse resistant to change. Such inmnitikble inieremiixs dbaut the tal^ats of <^ers woiJd not be made in cases
wh«?e the% talents are quicldy l e a n ^ azid unlearned or vdiere
any manifestat&Ki (tf performance woold be £m obviously uninditoator oi underfying caapadty.
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We may extend this line of speculation to draw the mare
general imphcation that pnmacy is enhanced when a stable entity
IS being judged became features of more recent mformatian are
assimilated to features of earlier information. To refine this imphcaition mto a respectable proposition, several conditions must
be specified. If the entity whcwe manifestations are bemg judged
is expected to be stable, and if valid infonnation r e v v e d by the
manifestattons is expected to be randomly distributed over tune,
then there will be a tendency to assimilaite—i.e., to distort the
information conveyed by later manifestations to conform to the
specific expectancy created by the early mamfestations. Assimilation is a sufiBcient condition for pnmacy, given a series of manifestations whose attributional imphcations change over time.
Whether assimilation occurs through perceptual distortion or
memory dfetortion would be very difficult to establish. Presmnably, tihe greater the attdbutional ambiguity of the manifestation (as, perhaps, in the tyjacal adjective trait list situdy)
the greater the likelihood of perceptual assimilation. Asch (1946)
proposed that the meanmg of tnalts appearing late in the li^ is
changed to become more consistent with early-a{^)earing traits.
This shift-in-meaning hypothesis is a special case of immediate
cognitive assimilaticm to an expedbancy. In the examples with
which the present paper is conc^ned, it is much more likely that
assimilation occurs in retrospect—the ^lbject misremembers ^itity
manifestations in a way that ^caggerates the importaiux or die
number of those appearing ^ l y in the series.
In Older to attribute primacy to assimilation one further
condition must be fulfilled. Therc must be some assurance that
subjects initially attend to the latar manifestations as chsely as
they attend to the earlier ones. Primacy effect can occur for the
trivial reaM}n that subjects lose interest in their momt(»ing task
and simply do not as faithfully regktra thcKe manifestations occurring late in the series. This may ooimnoidy occur in the natural
environment Imt is not of particular the(M«tical interest.
L«t us be concrete and see how tiiese stipulations apply to
the abflity attribution study described above. We have argued that
^Mdty is a stable attribute and tlier^cxre a suitable candidate for
assmdlation and pmx^tcy, but these processes depend additionally
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on the development of an expectancy that late manifestations will
rephcate early ones. In the Jones, et al. abihty study subjects were
assured that the problems were randomly selected and of equal
difficulty level—thus saitisfymg the condition of eqjected equal
distribution of successes and failures Nonetheless, the assiimlation concept would stiU not be needed if there were evidence that
subjects simply failed to attend to the later manifestations. But
all observations and reports suggest that the performance monitoring task was considered challengmg and engrc«smg by the
subjects. Furthermore, in some expenmental conditions, the subjects were compelled to attend it)hroughout because they were
assigned the task of estimatang the probabihty of success on the
next tnal. There is good evidence that they performed this
estmiation task carefully, paying dose attention to the cumulative
proportions of successes and fadures.
Thus the abihty attriibuition results are consistent with an
assimilation hypotl^is and the conations of the study fulfill the
criteria specified for the generalized stable entity proposition.
This assumes, however, that abiMty is a "stable entity" and implies
that manifestations of a less stable entity would not lend themselves to assimilation and primacy Is it generally true that the
judgment of stable entities results m assimilation whereas the
judgment of changeable or unstable entities does iK>t? The present expenments were deigned to answer this quesitaon The
expenments also sought to detenmne whether assimilatiofn and
pnmacy are unique to the person pCTception realm or operate
more generally whenever a stable entity manifests itself The
strategy we attempted to adopt was to move far from the awitent
domam of personal ability while gettmg a firmer grip on the
variable of entity stabihty. By changmg all but the conceptually
crucial conditians we hoped that the general proposition suggested
by die ability studies could be put to a reason^le test.
EXFESOMENT I

Tlie first experiment was designed to preserve the patterns of
ascending and descending "entity maiMfestattoos" of the previous
ability studies while shaftmg the oont^ct to that of an audttoiy
discrimination task. The study was jnr^axted as a simulatkn of
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the problem of lnterpretmg acoustical radar signals from aircraft
approaching a major urban airport. In groups of three to six, 94
female subjects were asked to distmguish between jet and non-jet
signals on a series of 30 trials The signals were pure tone beeps
that were either higher or lower m pitch than a steady mter-trial
tone High tones were designated as jets, low tones as non-jets, and
subjects were asked to record which kmd of craft was approaching
the runway on each tnal There were 15 high beep and 15 low
beep tnals so distributed as to replicate exactly the succ^ses
and failures of the descending and ascendmg pattems of the
ability studies ' Approximately half of the subjecis were exposed
to each stimulus oi^er Withm each of these conditions, approximately half of the subjects were asked to estimate the probabihty
on each tnal that the next signal would be a jet.
After moving on to a more complex auditory discnmmation
task, subjects were finally asked to recall how many jets there
had been m the first series of signals. Their recall estimates served
as the mam measure of the eflFects of order. Results showed that
more jets were recalled m the descendmg than the ascending
order (p < 01) In other words, there was a clear pnmacy eflEect.
The results were roughly the same whether subjects made senal
probabihty estimates or not
The relevance of this result for our main pr(^pc»ition is not
clear, however, for the probability estmiation data from this study
differed stnkmgly from those collected in the abdity studies. In
bnef, it appears as if subjects did not form dispositional expectancies about the "jetmess" of the airport they were momtoring.
The formation of a dispositional expectancy would have been
reflected in a tendency to raise probabihty estimates of jet signals
after a jet trial and to lower the estimate after a non-jet trial.
Probability estimation m the ability studies followed this pattem
closely Instead, subjects m the present study responded as if they
expected a rough altemation of jet and non-jet signals a "gambler's faHacy" strategy.
The observed primacy effect appareirtly resulted less from
asamdation to expectancy than from the tendency of subjects te
3 In &B asceaimg omdibons, jets {^ppeaied on tnals 1, 6, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18,
^9. 23> 24, 35, 27, a8, 29, 30 In the deseeding condition tnals 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8. la, 13, X4, 17, 20, 21, as, 30.
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become mcreasingly inattentive dunng the monitoring task. The
task was extremely simple and many of the subjects appeared ix>
become bored and restless. The results of the jet study do not
bear conclusively on our major prc^Kwition, then, because the conditions of mvolvement and sustained attention were not met. In
addition, many subjects were not onented toward making dispositional attnbutions about the airport on the basis of the data
at hand. The seoond experiment was planned to provide a more
fittmg analogue for the ability studies.
EXPERIMENT II

It IS the very nature of mtelligence testing that some do well
and some do poofly. Subjects in tibe abihty studies should, therefore, have been clearly onented toward makmg dispositional mferences on the basis of the performance data observed. As the jet
study shows, this is not an mevitable onentation in processing
sequences of information reflectmg or characterizmg an entity.
Building on the es^teriem^ of die jet study, a second expariment
was designed so that (a) the attention of subjects could be maintained throughout the monitoring task, (b) the possibility of
widely varying entity dispositioi^ could be made salient, and (c)
the e2^)ectajtioii that enti^ manifestations would be randomly
distributed could be ^nphasized in the procedure.
To accconplish diese objectives our dedskm was to trade on
the average subject's natural interest in playing cards. The expenment recpiired subjects to di^lay smally the cards of a well
shuffied deck and to predict whether the next card was likely to
be an ace or not an ace. Subsequeody they were adced to recall
die nuidber of aces in the deck. The structure of die experiment
was very similar to that of both the ability and the jet studies.
METHOD

Subjects. The subjects were 28 female undeigraduates enrolled in
introductory psychobgy. They volimteoed for an expedmesat on "informatioD processing and r^>orted individual^ tofteexpeduaetAal
room.
Procedure. Hie eiqiarimenter eiqplained diat ^ie study was designed
to find out how people vse informatitai, and particularly how people
use their ppast eaqpeaeaxetoantic^te future eveats. Thep
f forh the fifirst task
k subjects would wcHrk with two
west on to say ti
tiiat
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q)ecially constracted dedcs of cards. One, a red-backed deck, contained
30 caids, of which anywhere from 3 to 27 were aces and the rest face
cards TTie other deck, blue-backed, contamed 3 to 27 deuces and the
rest 3's, 4's, or 5's. The experimenter ei^lained that there were several
red and several blue decks and made it dear that the subject would
choose to work with one of each without, of comse, bdng given any
information conceming the number of aces or deuces in the chosen
decks.
The subject was thrai shown several 30-card red and blue dedcs
and asked to select one of eadi He was then asked to shuffle each
of the two chosen decks carefully and to place them side by side.
Having done this, the subject's attention was diverted while two stacked
decks were substituted for the shufl^d ones. The experimenter then
asked the subject to turn one card of each deck over at a tune and
to leoord whether the card frcrni the red dedc was an ace or a ncm-ace,
and whether the card frcan the blue deck was a deuce or a non-deuce.
Before turning the next card m the red deck, he was told on each tnal
to estimate the probabihty that it would be an ace, usng number 1 to
10. This procedure continued for 30 tnals. The distnbution of cards in
the blue deck was not emphasized, the indusion of this dedc was
designed to simulate the indusion of a second performer in the abihty
studies.
The pattems of aces were identical to the now familiar ascending
and descsiding patterns used in the abihty and the jet studies (see
footnote 3). There were always 15 aces m the red dedc and there were
always 10 deuces in the blue deck. Tlie deuces were randcHoly dispersed
acnxs the trials in the same pattem as the distnbuticm of successes for
the second performer m the ability studies.
This jHobabihty estmiation task was followed by a similar tadc of
predictmg whedier the next chedcer drawn from a cannister of
dieckers would be red or black. No data wane derived from this task,
which served as an interpolated distractor jHeoeding &e major dependent varial^ measures Tbese consisted of: (1) answers to the
simple question, how many a c ^ were there in ^ae deck you worked
with? and (2) attracted reconstmctions by flie subjects trf the actual
pattem of aces and non-aces. Summarizing the number oi aces in the
reconstructed pattem provided a seccmd measure of recalled "aceyness."

In appra^ng tl» results <^ this espemaeat we are essentially
interested in t ^ answers to two questicms: (1) Is ^nere a pri-
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macy effect in the recall of the number of aces in the deck of 30
cards? (2) Is there evidence that this effect refiects a^imilation
to expectancy rather than a simple failure to attend to those
cards ocoirring toward the end of the series? In other words, does
the general pattem of data appear to fit the data pattem observed
in the abihty expenments?
Tummg first to the question of differences between conditions
in the recall of number of aces, the data agam mdicate a pnmacy
effect. When answers to the direct question "How many aces were
there in the deck you turned over" aie averaged, there is only
a shght and nonsignificant trend favoring more aces recalled
in the descendmg condition. However, as Table 1 shows, diere
was an mterestmg counter bias of recency in the recall of daices.
When a score is denved to indicate the decrepancy between the
numba: of aces and deuces recalled, there is a si^uficant difference between the descendmg and ascending conditions. Subjects
in the descending condition remembered that there were more
aces-relative-to-deuces than subjects in tiie ascending condition.
We would be reluctant to emjdiasize this findmg erf relative
pnmacy except that a second measure of recall provides unequivocal suj^port for a pnmacy effect As noted above, subjects
were asked to recall the sequence in which aces appeared by
placmg or omittmg a checkmark m each of 30 different scale
positions. The total number of checks (fbr aces) could then be
sunmied to provide a second index of recalled "aceynes!" As the
final column of Table 1 shows, this mdex yields a highly significant
•pnmacy effect. The elevation of significance level is at least in
part due to the reduction of vanance that occurs when subjects
try to recall on an ltem-by-item basis.
What evidence is there that this reliable primacy effect is the
result of an assimilation to the expectancy establidied by early
trials m die sequence? At a minimum the assimilation hypothesis requires evidence that an expectancy was ^tablished plus
further evidence that the m^nory d^tortion contributing to the
primacy effect was mostly locaMzed in the later trials of the
sequence. Since it is highly unlikely that subjects cwild distort
whedi^ c»: iwt a card was an ace, the hypothesis refers to assimilati(ni m noemoiy ladier than in
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Table l. Recall of aces and deuces by condition.
Number recoiled
Sum ocross
items

Initiol estimate

Condition
Ascending
Descending
Diff*
PdiH

Aces

Deuces

Aces-deuces

15 86
17 00

12 14
1021

3 72
6 79

1414
1642

+ 1 14

- 1 93
n.s.

+3 07

+2 28
01

lUS

05

Aces

'Positive differences indicate primocy, negative differences recency

Tnal Blocks
Figure 1. Direction and magmtude of recall errors by blocks of five
t r ^ . Expermient II

The evidence for memory dist(»ti(»i is dearly consistent with
the assimilation hypothesis. As Figure l shows, there was very
httle memoiy distortion in the descending condition untd late m
the sequence. When subjects try to reconstmct die sequence of
aces, t h ^ recall more aces over the last ten cards than was actually
the case. As the hypodiesis would also predict, subjecis in the
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ascending oondition recall fewer aces ov^ tibe later trials. However, the memory resuks m the ascaiding condition ware shghdy
more equivocal becsause of the apparent over-recall of aces during
the first block of five tnals. Close inspection shows that this is
pnmanly a function of the fact that ten of the fourteen subjects
in this condition thought the second ace appeared on trial five
rather than trial six. With this exception, then, the recall daita
support the notion that an expectancy is formed durmg the early
trials and that later events are seen as less disconfinmng tiban they
m fact were. An index erf the tendency toward greater recall distortion on the second versus the first half of the deck was highly
significant across both conditions (* = 394, p < .001).
In the preceding jet study, that we have oiily briefly described,
lit was observed that subjects became inattentive and bored as the
trials wore on. This at least raised the possibihty that the primacy
efiFect observed in that study merely r^eoted a kind of "tuning
ouit" requiring no mvocatiaQ of the assimilaition concept. In the
present card study there was no evidence tbe subjects became
bored with the twiium of their assignment. The task of turning
over 30 pairs of cards went rather quickly and the subjects appeared to be quite involved in making their predictions £ca eadi
succeeding trial. The probability estimates themselves showed
fairly good sei^iitivity to the objective disposdtioiial probabilities
-^the ratio of cumulated aces to the total number oi cards tumed
over—except that subjects in the d^cending condition distorted
their estimates rather systematically toward the end of the deck
(see Figure 2). What happened, m effect, is that subjects in the
descending condition took several trials to develop tlte hypothesis
that they were dealing with an acey dedc, and then did not adjust
this hyiraihesis sufficientily to accommodate the suleequ^tt decline
in thefirequetK^of aoes. This finding, restricted to the descending
series, is csonsistent with the "conservation effect" observed by
Edwards and Phi%s (1964), Phil%s and Edwards ( 1 ^ ) , and
Peterson and DuChaume (1967). Ine^dbof^these studies, subjects
in a subjecflave piobaibility inference t&sk lagged in discarding
an ioltially confirmed h)'pothe»s when objective ev^ais began to
favor an alteniative hypothesis.
H i ^ e results raise scHne questirai about tl^ value oi probabilMy
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DESCENDMG
o—oTheoretwjl
o
a Empincal
ASCENDING
• — — • Theoretical
•
•Empncal

12 14 16 6 20 22 24 26 28 30
TRIALS

Figure 2 Judgments <rf probability of an ace on the next tnal (on a
10 ponrt scale). Theoretical and ranpincal functions Ei^nment II
estimation data for discounting the "tuning out" hypothesis. It
IS unhkely but possible that some subjects simply want through
the motions of paymg attention as they tumed over the later cards
m the deck. A detailed study of the probability esftimaition daita
in the present study shows that subjects were more axjcurate in
tracking the objective probability dF aces than subjects in the jetstudy were m tradang jets. In neither study, however, did the
accuracy level on tihe last lo tnals approach that of die abihty
studa^. While we cannot entirely rule out the hypotheisis of simple
tunmg out," it seems more aj^ropiiate to aspply the assimilation
hypothesB to the present pattem of data and to acknowledge the
possibiikty that assimilation effects begm wifli the jwobability
estunaticm task itself.
Having demonstrated that the memory of particular ascendmg
and de^sraiding parents oi evrarts k distorted in tiw dire(dicni of
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pnmacy m three unrelated content domams, we now must retum
to a ccoidition of the basic assimilation hypothesis that has thus
far been taken for granted, the stabihty of the entity whose manifestations are bemg momtored The assimilation hypothesis, as
stated m the mtroduction to dus paper, seems logically to require
tie assumption that late manifestatKms will rephcate early ones,
or that no systematic changes are likely to occur m the entity
over time. We have thus far tned to insure in each experiment
that assumptions of entity stabihty would prevail. In die card
study just completed, for example, there was no apparent way in
which the number of aces m a deck could change once the deck
had been selected, and the shufiBmg procedure made it highly
unlikely that the distribution of aces wathin the deck would be
senously biased.
In order to show that entity stability is an Important determinant of assimilation, it is obviously necessary to demonstrate
that assm:ulaition d o ^ not occur when the sequential manifestations of a potentially changing unstable entity are brang monitored. The final expenment was designed to test this implication
of the assimilation hypothesis
EXPERIMENT III

The final expenment was deigned to confront subjects again
with an ascendmg or descendmg senes of aces, but to vary the
extent to which the series reflected a smgle stable entity. If
pressures toward assimilation anse from the basic condition that
e&dx event in a series reflects the same underlying entity, then
assimilation should not occur if steps are taken to prevent &e
subjects from making such an assumption. In the area of person
perception, and in the jJiysical world as well, some dispositions
are undoubtedly consklered to be more stable than otli^s When
a perceiver assumes that he is mcmitonng the manifestations of a
potentially changmg disposition, he should not be seduced into
assimilatmg later manifestations to an expectancy established by
earher events.
It is difficult to think of clear-cut cases m whdch the prop^ties
(tf an entity change over manageable periods of time. If die abihty
studio had been so conducted that practice and tibe possibihty
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for lmprovemait were highly salient aspects dE the task, "performance capacity'' might be consniered a changeable entity. The
exan^Ie would still be confused, however, by the conxplioatKni
that smarter people leam faster and probaibly are beheved to
retam better that which they have learned. It is ^sier to think
of cases in which surface events are manifestations of one of two
underlymg attributes. A sequence of changing events may thus
reflect the increiasing piommence of one attribute oveac another.
The functional prop^ites oi this case appear equivalertt to those
of a single attribute that changes quabtatively over time. The
nKMre manageable two-atlrtribute paradigm was adopted in the
present case.
The procedure again invdlved subjects in the task of revealing
cards in a prearranged deck, akhough this time diere was no
second deck of randomly distribuited deuces. The single deck
winch each subject viewed was in some conditions made up of
two sub-decks (ii£Feraitiated by odor and in others consisted dE
a smgle-cok>red deck. Identical distributions of aces appeared in
both of die variations, thus affording a basic companscm betwe^i
decks reflecting one versus two attributes. Different sub-decks and
thus different colcnred backs pred<»ninated at ea<^ end of the
sequence of cards, and a gradual transition between these two
attributes occurred. Since the number of aces became more or
less frequent and the predominance of one color over anoth«:
also shiA»d systematically, die result was a correlation between
the COICH: of the card's back and whether it was an ace. It should
have be^i possible for the attentive subject to note, then, diat
red cards, for example, were more likely to be aces than blue
cards.
The basic coii]|>arison of this final experiment was to be between recall of the nuimber of 9C^ in itiijs combined deck and
recall d the number oi aces in a s i n ^ l a i ^ deck in wloch the
aces were ifalentac^y distributed. Hiese recall infractions thus
required subjeots in all conditions to treat the total series of cards
as the "enUty" bdng judged.
If prknacy obtained in the single dedk but not in die double
deck, tt m i ^ be argued diat something ^bout tiie further property
of wodkmg wftli two decks o^ited so much oonfusiQa that
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pnmacy effects were supplanted by chaos. Therefore, a second
control condition was included in which blue and red cards were
randomly distnbuted throughout the deck with which the subject
worked. In tlus deck, then, there was lrttle or no correlation between the color of the card and the probability that it was an
ace.
The design of the expenment was thus a 3 X 2 factcMial with
ascendmg and descendmg distnbutions of aces occurring m a
deck of one color or m combmed decks of two colors whose backs
were or were not correlat«l with the card values of the faces
METHOD

Procedure Subjects (69 males and franales) were again drawn from
the introductory course to particapate individually in an ejqpenment
descaibed as an infonnation processmg game. As in the preceding study,
subjects chose from a number of card decks, shuffled the cards themselves, and tumed tiiem to reveal their face values one by one After
the initial card was tumed over, subjects were asked to estimate the
probability that the next card would be an ace by recordmg a number
from 1 (highly improbable) to 10 (highly probable). Successive ^timates were made after each card was tumed. After each of 40 cards
had been revealed m this way, the subject then engaged m an mterpolated prediction task whidi consisted of guessmg whether the next
marble drawn from a can would be red or green Fmally, subjects
were asked to recall tiie number of aces tiiere had been in the senes
they had displayed, and as a more detailed memory check they were
askied to recall the distnbution of aces within the senes.
In Ae single-color conditions, 21 decks were arrayed before the
subject, each havmg 40 cards Each allegedly contamed anywhere from
o to 40 aces, and subjects were mfonmed that the total number of
aces m all (rf the decks combmed was equal to the total number of
non-aces The experimenter emphasized the wide range of possible
aces per deck m order to draw the subject's attention to "atjeyness" as
a ^position that varied markedly across decks and to make all proportions of aces appear equally plausible at the outset. As noted above,
each subject made a free choice of one of these 21 decks, shuffled the
deck to his satisfaction, and then proceeded with the information
processing (probability estimation) task by turning over tibe cards one
l ^ one. As in tibe preceding study, a stacked dedc was secretly substituted in wMdi half the c^rds were aces. The aces (20 in each ocm-
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ditton) either pred(»ninated at the beginning (descendmg senes) or
at the end (asoraidmg senes) of the dedc
In the double-color oonditions, each project was shown two airays
of 21 decks containmg 20 cards apiece One aixay was red-badced, the
other was blue-badced Subjects were a ^ m assured that the number
of aces in eadi deck vaned widely, this tune from o to 20, and that
any proportion would be just as hkely as any other. Subjects were mstructed to select freely one of the red decks and one of the blue decks,
to shuffle each thoroughly, and finally to combme than with one last
shuffle into a smgle dedc of 40 cards
Once agam, pnor to tiie probabihty estimation task, a stacked deck
was secretiy substituted. In tie high conelation {double-correlated)
condition the backs of the prearranged decks were unevenly distnbuted
so that more cards of one color appeared toward the end. Thus, given
the basic ascendmg or descendmg distnbutions of aces, there was a
necessary relationship between color of bade and probabihty of ace
The color of a card provided a strong clue, m other words, concemmg
its hkelhood of bemg an ace In the low correlation {double-random)
condition, the card colors were more evenly distnbuted. In all ccmditions, to facihtate discnmination, cards with blue backs were from
the blade suits and cards with red backs were from the red smts
The various sequences of aces and card colors are shown m Figure
3RESULTS

Once again, there are two basic recall measures: the subject's
answer to a direct ques.tion conceming the number of aces m
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3. Feedback pattems anployed in the 40 trials of Experiment
HI, indicating whether the card was an ace and whether tiie card back
was blue or red.
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t ^ deck and a measure derived from totaling die aces recorded
by the subject as he attempted to r ^ o d u o e their actual distnlxition. The meem number of a c ^ by coitditions £or each of
these measures is pre^nted m TaU.e z. Here it is apparent that
r^ardless of the measure used there is a piimacy rfFect in both
the smgle^color and double-random conditions, but no primacy
effect in the double-correlated conditkm. The results give clear
supporttothe hypothesis. This supp(xrt is somewhiat stronger when
the lmtial estimate is used than when the derived summary score
is used. Nevertheless, in both cases the critical interaction is statistically reliable (see Table 3). Also, in both cases the doubleoorrekted condition ^hows sigtuficantily less primacy thian the
singlencolor condition. The difference between double-random and
Table 2. Mean number of aces recalted by cxmditkm.

Direct inWal ulimata
Dascendfatg
Aicanding
DHf*
Darived summated measure
DoKending
Aicendtng
DHf*

Single-color

Dovble-random

Double-correlated

23.7
17.5
-H6.2

23.0

186
+44

19.7
20.5
-0.8

21.9
19.4
+2J5

18.9
18.6

21 8
17.3

+4.5

+0.3

•Positive nunbers indicate a primacy effect in recall.

Teible 3. Summary of analysis of variance: Recall of aoes, Eb^eriment

ra.
Direct edimate
Source
A. Aicending-descandhig
B. Color corrwQiioii
A XB
WilMnceHs

df

Mean
square

1
2
2
54

16013
2.60
66.03*
11.88

Derived Kmmary
F

df

13.48»»
a2
5.56**

1
2
2
54

•Conponenl Meracfion effectsi (1) Do
eiatMl
(2) Double-correialMi vt. I
I » 5.303, p <.O5.
adhM effedn (1) Doubie-cxirrelatad vs.
)
<.23.

*p<.05
**p < .01

Mean
square
88 82
18.20
22.07^
5.60

F
15.87**
3.25*
3.95*

14 «• 10<3l, p < .005i
» -

7.88, p < 01»
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double<X3inrelated ocHiditk)ns is sigm&sant only with the initial
estimate measure.
The probability estimation data may be rather simply summarized. When a descending pattem of aces appears, the singlecolcar and the double-random conditiom are much aMke in showmg
a good adj'i:^tment to the objective dispositional probability (the
ratio of aces over aU cards up to the tnal being considered). In
the ascendimg conditions, m both cases subj'ects tended to keep
their estimates near the 50 percent point. Thus subj'ects in tihese
conditions persisted m overestimatmg the probabihty of aces durmg diefirsthalf of the deck—until the objective probabihties themselves began to approach 50 percent. Interpretation of this tendency IS not at all clear, and it does not rephcate the probability
estimation curves m the first card study (see Figure z) The
appareikt lnsensitivxty of the subjects m the ascending conditions
may reflect the arbitmxy experimental choice of a particular
pattem of cards that in this case yields 50 percent aces m the
first six trials and then S1K>WS nothmg but face cards iot six tnails
in a row (see Figure 3).
As cme m i ^ t expect, the probability estimation data for the
dxHible-crarelated conditions were very difFerenit By the time they
had tumed over about 10 cards, subjects in tihis comiition began
to ^low very clear awareness of the correlatictti between the COIOT
of die card back and the probabihty of its being an ace. From diis
pomt OQ, the probability estimates became more and more
strikingly a£Fect^ by the COICMT of the caid being predicted.
The general chan^ng-eotity hypothesis couldi hardly be sustained if subjects were txitally unaware of the ccxrelatkHi betwe^i
card cokv aiKl "aceyness." llie clear indjcation diat subjects leaim
the contingency provides evidence for die validity of the intended
oi the correlation between color aiod &ce value. It
also, however, raises >die possibility ^asAtinemain recall resoks
be ex^iamed In an altemative way-^ way not involving
about stable versus unstaUe entitaes. If sdbj'ects w&^
to 6mlH>ace the hypothesis that, say, bhie ahva.)^ meaios ace and
red meaiK face caid, they could infer £pom t i i ^ dear knowledge
of die niHober (rf red and bhie cards tliat diere must be a to^
(tf 20 aoes. By drawbig on tins conting^uy due, then, the sub-
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ject wcmld be accurate almost by accid^at and therefore avoid
the pitfalls of primacy.
There K no good evidence to support dm alternative hypothesis, and most c^ the evidence argues against tiie possibdity diat
subjects made such simphfymg inferences First of all, the h}^thesis imphes that subjects m the double-correlated condition wcwild
show less variability than subjects m the other conditions In fact,
however, when eadi condition is compared with each other condition for both measures, only one variance companson is significant and this is in the descendmg condition on die initial measure where the double-correlated version shows a higher vanance
than the single-color veirsion (Fg.s = 4 49, p < .05).
In addition, when eadi subject is assigned a score reflecting
his sensitivity to the color-ace contmgency (by smiply taking the
sum of probability estimates for the color associated with ace
predominance and subtractmg the remamder of estimates fbr each
subject), there is no relationship between thiis sensitivity score
and the accuracy of memory. One disturbing fact that seems to
pomt in the direction of the altemative hypodiesis is that 8 out
of the 20 double-correlation subjects answered "zo" on the initial
recall measure, as compared wadi z out of 20 double-random subjects and 5 out of 20 single-color subjects. However, the subjects
answering "20" m the double-correlated condition actually had
low«: sensitivity xxxes than the r^naining 12 subjects. Perhaps
m<H:e lmpoitant, on the second measure of retention, that derived
from summing tihe trial by trial recall ^brts, subjects in the
doubleKsorrelated and sm^e-color oonditions each gave the 9ame
number of answers adding to 20 25 p^cent. It will be remembered diat the smgle-color condition showed a sd^iificandy
greater primacy eflFect than the double-correlated ccmditicHi with
dus measure as well as the initial recall mea^ire. The evidence
seems fairly condusive, then, diat the differences observed are not
an artifact of tihe greater ease of infeiiing how many aces diere
must have berai in the double-correliated deck.
It is finally of some interest to note tlie looss of recall enois in
die task requiring subjects to reproduce the sequential distribution of aces and face cards. As in the previous studies, r ^ ^
errors of the later cards are ^stematically ^eata: tiian recall
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Table 4 Discrq)ancy between average number of aces recalled and
actual number of aces per block for each condition
Trials
Trial block
Ascending
single
Descending
single
Ascendmg
double
random
Descending
double
random
Ascending
double
correlation
Descendmg
double
correlation

1-5
1

6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40
2

0

+7

+5

3

4

Algebraic
Sum

5

6

7

8

1-4

5-8

- 6

-12

-6

+6

-3 3

+3

-1 2

+3 0

- 2

+1

- 9

-1 6

+3

- 4

+ 9 +10

+ 2 + 12

0

+4

- 6

+1

-1 5

- 3

+ 18

-2 3

- 7

+5

+ 5 +19

+7

-1.7

+3 6

- 4

+ 3 +10

+2
- 2

- 8

+13

- 3

+2

- 5

— 1 -1 2

- 6

- 2

- 2

0

+8

-17

+7

-23

+.5 - 2 1 + 1.0

enore of the early cards in the smgle and double-random conditions (* = 528, p < 001). Though thCTe is some compensatory
distorbon of early card frequencies (more aces ^urly in ascendmg
and iewes early in descending), the late tnal distortions are
great enough to produce pomacy in the two control conditions.
To put it another way. (1) In the ascending series, the tendency
to over-recall the number of early aces is smaller than the tendency to under-recaU the numba: oi later ac^, and (2) In the
descending senes, the tendency to under-recaU the number of
early aces is smaller than the traideaicy to over-recall the number
of later aces (see Table 4). These combined tendencies, giving
nse to the primacy results, are exactly what an assmulaticm hypothesis would require. A misleadmg expectancy is established on
the basis of early returns and subsequent information is distorted
to ccHofiim it.
These same tendencies also characterize the double-correlated
conditioii subjects, though the early errors come closer to compensating for the later aixirs. A con^parison between subjeots in
die dcmble-ccHTeiated conditions and other subjeots shows that
tlte former are signifeantly less inclined to comjentrate their racdl
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errors on the latar tnals (* = 2 l i , p < .05). In fact, as the final
columns of Taible 4 show, double^correlation subjects working with
die descendmg ^ u e n c e are umque m showing more distortion
of the early cards than of die later cards. This apparent failure of
assimilation in the double-correlated descendmg condition is
suflBcient to prevent any primacy dBEect.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It may seem that we have gone to great lengths to establish
a rather simple pomt alxHit the attribution process. It may also
appear that we have »ibstituted nsky and unconvincmg ansdogies
for theoredcally sound generahty. But the point is an important
one diat is not easily estaibhshed in the realm of pereon perception itself. We have been mterested m the case of an entity manlfestmg itsdf over tune when the manifestations have diflFerent
unplkaitiODs for judging the nature erf die entity. In three very
different settings—die perception of perfonmance, the monitoring
of auditory signals, and the observation of series of playing cards—
diere has been memory distortion in the direction of pnmacy.
ThaA is, early maiiifestaticnis seem more salient in the recall
process. If X's are more frequent dian Y*s early in the s&des and
Ts predominate in the same propoition late in the series, more
X's than Ts will be remembered as charactenzing the series.
This appears to be a very widespread i^benomenon, given cextain Umxtations of senes length and deg^^ee of distributicmal
asynometry. We have attemipted to show in the final expemnent
tihat die assimikution phenomenon is nevertheless dep^ulent on
certain assumptions about the entity whose mtaislfestatioDS are
being observed. For assimiOaticm to occur, the entity must be
assumed to be stable and the distribution of manifestatkHis unbKised. Otherwise, there is no reason why early events in the
series :^[uxild create expectancies coiioeniiing later evenits in the
series. Tlie major proposition of the present p ^ r is that primacy
^ects in recall dafca r^ect the asdmflation of kter evraxts in the
series to such eady-establidied exj^dtaxvcks.
hom the final ^:perimjent su{^x»t this profxi^tRm: a
poporiJon of sequraitidly revesiked aces gave rise to
(xaiy wh&a eadi card could be v i e i i ^ as a random
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manifestatioii of a deck havmg a set propcHtion of aces. When
die dianging proportion of mianifested aces could be attributed
to dianges in the underlymg entity (as in the double-coiTdated
condition), no pnmacy ^ e c t was observed.
UnfOTtunately, the concept of assimilation is more descriptive
than explanatory. Neverthele^, we can distmguish it from other
conceivable explanations of the observed pattem of findmgs.
Although our own contaotion is that assimilation occuns m memory, a whole range of altematives would locate the determinants
of piimacy in the monitoring process itself. At one extreme there
IS the hypothesis of gross inattention. The subject may sunply lose
interest m the momtoiang process and fad to notice that the
manifestations are changmg as the senes progresses This hypothesis seems untenable on the face of it, smce the eq)aimental tasks
of sequential probability estimation and the subsequent recordmg
of each event require perastent aittenti<Hi to the unfokhng instances.
M<»e subde forms of inattention and discounting are not ra
easy to rule out. In the jet study in particular, many subjects
appeared to respond to die prolmbility estimation requirement
m the nujst desultory way. While they were sensitive to the immediately preceding evrait thro^ughout the monitoring taskresponding typiically in terms of the "gsunbler'sfallacy"—theywere
not alert to cumulative evidence about the predominance erf jets
and non-jets in the {mrticular aup<»t. Thus dieur probaloHty estimations wCTe quite out of touch with the probability index
daived itom ^ proportion of past posative instances. Subjects
in die first card study showed more sen^Mvity in their probability
esttniates than jet-study subjects, and the task in general seemed
more engrossing. In tibe second card study-Hand especially in the
abiHty studies-4he subjects paid dose and contmumg aHeiMoa
to the cumidative proportion of positive int^ances. Altfacxigh it is
very diffiadt to demoitstrate that subjeots paid as much attention
to die later m&nmation as t h ^ did to the early informaition,
there is no compelling evidence that the primacy effect ob^rved
in the caid stu<^es reflects decreasing attention.
Anderson (ig68; with Jacot>s(m, l ^ ) has distinguMied bet
decrement and discounitmg in the attempt to
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account for prmiacy e£Fects in serial int^ration tasks. Although
it is not immediately obvious how these alternatives can be r^uiily
ddstmguished, Hendrick and Costantmi (1970) proposed that
duscounitmg should vary with the degree of moonsistency between early and late information, whereias attention decrement
should be independent of such inconsistency In two es^nments
that varied the degree of semantic inconsistency between early
and late aippearmg traits, Hendnck and CcBtantmi found no support for the dascouirting hypothesis. The attention decrement expkination, on tihe other hand, was supported when it was found
that instructing the subject to pronounce each trait individually
dianged the evaluative bias from pnmacy to recency. This and
other resuJts (Anderson & Hubert, 1963, Stewart, 1965, Ander!«)n,
1968) are consi&teivt m suggesting that when subjects are required to distribute their attention equally thnxighout the series,
primacy effects do not obtain. When no aioh pains are taken, however, pnmacy is charaotenstically observed.
It IS not at all clear whether sequential manifestation studies
hke those descnbed m die present report reflect the same processes
that govem evaluative judgments of sitrings of inconsistent adjectives. For example, the discounting explanaibon is plausible
m a taunt integration study with instructions ccmtending thiat each
trait was provided by a different acquaintance of the perstm being
descnbed. Sudi insitructioiis almost invite tihe subj'ect to attribute
more vahdity to some traits than others, or more reliability to some
acquaintances than others The discounting oi late successes, jets,
or aces in an unfoldmg series seems inherently less plausible.
It may also be argued tliat the probability estimation task
ld have forced the subjects to disitnbuite their attention
througlKmt the senes in the pr^ent studies. After all, the task
requirestibiesubject to process eadh succeeding manifestation ia
preparation for his next estimate. Instead of the recency effects
thifc attentive monitoring is alleged to produce, however, we have
found com>i^ent primacy
Our ccHKiktsion, one £hat is consistent with the data reviewed,
implies an interaction between tihe subject's assun^ptions ahoat
the entity bdng monitored and his processmg of seqaestHwl iaabout &at enti^. If (a) ihe ^ltity or dispc^ltkni is
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assumed to be stable over tune, and (b) its properties can
reasonably v£uy through a wide range at the outset of the series,
and (c) there is no reason t» assume bias m the disitnbution of
entity manifestaitions, then a pnmacy effect is the result of an
assimilation process m which the early manifestations establish
an expectancy to which later manifestations are adjusted m
memory.
Undoubtedly there are many other boundary conditions affectmg the occurrence of pnmacy in the recall of sequentially presented information The present experiments have highhghted
the role of pnor assumptions about the entity in processing information aboUit its dispositional charactensitics. Attributions to
unstable entities are Kkely to be more accurate than aittributions
to stable entities when tihere are systematic diange m information over time.
SUMMAKY

Three experiments were performed to extend the findmgs of
a previous study in which a pCTformer who solved the eariy problems m a series was remembered as havmg solved more problems
than one who solved the same number of jMX>blems later m the
semes In the first of the present experiments, a prMnacy effect was
agam obtamed in a task mvolvmg the recall of high- versus lowfrequency tones. In the second and tihird ejq>anments, pnmacy
effects were found when subjects tned to recall the number of
aces m a series of previously exposed cards. The cards were prearranged so tihatt aces predominated early or late m the series.
Primacy did not occur, however, when two "sub-decks" were combined in such a way that tihe change in the frequency of aces
could be attributed to a change in the sub-deck from which the
card was drawn. Pmmacy effects in tihe recall of "entity manifestations'' are thus shovm to ocour when the entity is stable and its
manife^aitstHis are expected to be evenly distributed.
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